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Invisible? Not this lot. On red carpets and best-dressed lists, in the business world and in
politics, our favorite women over 50 are proving that the older you are, the more stylish
you become. They’re confident and they know what works; most importantly, perhaps,
they’re still engaging with fashion and having fun with it.

Whether they’re racking up followers on Instagram, bagging advertising campaigns, or
taking a party dress code as far as it can go, these trailblazing celebs are leaving their
younger rivals in the dust.
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Maye Musk

PHOTO: @MAYEMUSK

At the age of 70, dietician and nutritionist Maye Musk is not
slowing down. A professional model for five decades, she recently
scored a cosmetics campaign for CoverGirl, as well as stepping out
in streetwear – including Supreme x Louis Vuitton – for the
magazine Hypebae. The fact that she is the mother of Elon Musk
might well be the least interesting thing about her.

Lyn Slater (Accidental Icon)

PHOTO: @ICONACCIDENTAL

From conceptual Japanese designers to statement sunglasses,
college professor Lyn Slater doesn’t let age (she’s 64) stop her
from wearing exactly what she likes. It’s led to an influential blog,
492,000 Instagram followers, and a flood of modeling offers,
including Mango and Valentino eyewear. Not bad for an
Accidental Icon – so called because she was inspired to start her
blog after being mistaken for a fashion insider at New York
Fashion Week.

https://www.instagram.com/mayemusk/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/iconaccidental/?hl=en


Sarah Jessica Parker

PHOTO: @SARAHJESSICAPARKER

Actress Sarah Jessica Parker brought Sex and the City’s Carrie and
her kooky style to life on screen – and her off-screen wardrobe
continues to make her a fashion icon too. Never one to take a dress
code lightly, 53-year-old Parker turned heads at this year’s Met
Gala with her gold-embroidered Dolce & Gabbana gown
complete with a nativity headpiece; clearly the only appropriate
response to a theme called “Heavenly Bodies: Fashion and the
Catholic Imagination.”

Michelle Obama

Were arms even a thing before Michelle Obama? Not only did the
54-year-old former first lady successfully mix J. Crew with
designer labels to nail the perfect, polished-yet-approachable
high-low wardrobe; she also introduced the power arm to the
fashion lexicon. If donning a sleeveless sheath dress makes you
feel stronger before a business meeting, it’s in large part due to her
gym-honed biceps.

Emmanuelle Alt

Nobody epitomizes Parisian style like Emmanuelle Alt, the 51-
year-old editor in chief of French Vogue. We all own black pants,
boots and a sharply tailored jacket; Alt, however, manages to spin
these items into a series of effortlessly glamorous looks that work
every damn time. We can only look on and applaud.

https://www.instagram.com/sarahjessicaparker/?hl=en


Jane Fonda

The makers of Jane Fonda’s new movie ‘Book Club’ were initially
told to cast younger actresses in the four lead roles. We’re glad they
didn’t, not least because at the age of 80 Fonda is having a proper
fashion moment. Big of hair and fierce of shoulder in a pearl-
encrusted Balmain gown, she topped every single best-dressed list
at the Academy Awards ceremony this year.

Natalie Massenet

The woman who revolutionized retail – she founded Net-a-Porter
in 2000 and, after walking away in 2015, recently launched a
venture capital firm – entrepreneur Natalie Massenet, 53, always
looks impeccable. She’s just finished a five-year stint as chairman
of the British Fashion Council – surely its sleekest, glossiest
ambassador ever.
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